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Who Was Dr. Seuss? 2011-07-07 Ted Geisel loved to doodle from the time he was a kid. He had an offbeat fun-loving personality; he often threw dinner parties where guests wore outrageous hats and he donned quirky hats when thinking up ideas for books like his classic The Cat in the Hat. This biography, with black and white illustrations throughout, brings an amazingly gifted author-illustrator to life.

The Great Big Dummy 1979 When Anna’s friends can’t play with her, she creates a playmate of her own.

The Random House Book of Easy-to-Read Stories 1993 A collection of fifteen stories in easy-to-read format by such authors as Dr. Seuss, Stan and Jan Berenstain, P.D. Eastman, and Richard Scarry.

Becoming Dr. Seuss 2019-05-07 The definitive, fascinating, all-reaching biography of Dr. Seuss. Dr. Seuss is a classic American icon. Whimsical and wonderful, his work has defined our childhoods and the childhoods of our own children. The silly simple rhymes are a bottomless well of magic; his illustrations timeless favorites because quite simply he makes us laugh. The Grinch, the Cat in the Hat, and Horton are among many more of his beloved and uniquely Seussian creations. Theodore Geisel, however, had a second, more radical side. It is there that the allure and fascination of his Dr. Seuss alter ego begins. He had a successful career as an advertising man and then as a political cartoonist; his personal convictions appearing not always subtly throughout his books. Remember the environmentalist of The Lorax? Geisel was a complicated man on an important mission. He introduced generations to the wonders of reading while teaching young people about empathy and how to treat others well. Agonizing over word choices and rhymes, touching up drawings sometimes for years he upheld a rigorous standard of perfection for his work. Geisel took his responsibility as a writer for children seriously, talking down to no reader, no matter how small and with classics like Green Eggs and Ham and One Fish Two Fish Red Fish Blue Fish, Geisel delighted them while they learned. Suddenly, reading became fun. Coming right off the heels of George Lucas and bestselling Jim Henson, Brian Jay Jones is quickly developing a reputation as a master biographer of the creative geniuses of our time.

Dr. Seuss and Philosophy 2011-07-16 Since Theodore Geisel published his first children’s book in 1937 under the pseudonym Dr. Seuss, children and adults alike have been captivated by the charming and laconic tales of whimsical characters and imaginative worlds. But Dr. Seuss stories are more than just catchy poems; they often wrestle with serious philosophical and moral dilemmas. Whether it is Horton discovering the very essence of life or the Lorax teaching us about morality, Dr. Seuss and Philosophy explores philosophical concepts such as the nature of the good life in Oh, the Places You’ll Go! The nature of knowledge in M慈悲igot’s Pool! Postmodernity in On Beyond Zebra! Business and the Environment in The Lorax! And moral character in How the Grinch Stole Christmas! Among many others. Anyone who loves Dr. Seuss or is interested in philosophy will find this book to be intriguing and enlightening.

The Dr. Seuss Catalog 2015-02-16 Theodor Geisel was known worldwide as the beloved children’s author. Dr. Seuss produced a body of work that spans more than 70 years. Though most often associated with children’s books, he frequently contributed cartoons and humorous essays to popular magazines, produced effective and memorable advertising campaigns, quick, the Flip, and won oscars and emmys for motion picture productions, animated shorts, and features as founder and president of Beginner Books, his influence on children’s book publishing was revolutionary. Especially in the field of elementary readers, Geisel’s prolific career he wrote or contributed illustrations to more than 75 books. Most of which have been reprinted repeatedly and translated worldwide. His predilection for made-up creatures make this joint bibliography and iconography especially useful to readers and researchers. The exhaustive bibliography is arranged chronologically, providing full bibliographic information including translations as they appear, reissue information, and descriptions of the binding. The iconography links more than 900 fictional names, places, and terms to the works in which they appear. For the reader seeking a first edition of Quomodo Invidiosulus Nomine Grinchus Christi Natalem Abrogaverit! How the Grinch Stole Christmas translated into Latin or hoping to identify abrasion contusions race cars in if...
I ran the circus this work promises as much discovery as a walk down Mulberry street.

10 Trim-the-Tree’ers 2012-10-23 Ten young neighbors wear costumes as they decorate a Christmas tree with different items from one shiny star on top to ten wrapped gifts below.

Dr. Seuss 2005-01-01 Philip Nel takes a fascinating look into the key aspects of Seuss’s career: his poetry, politics, art, marketing, and place in the popular imagination. Nel argues convincingly that Dr. Seuss is one of the most influential poets in America. His nonsense verse like that of Lewis Carroll and Edward Lear has changed language itself, giving us new words like nerd and Seuss’s famously loopy artistic style.

What nel terms an energetic cartoon surrealism has been equally important inspiring artists like filmmaker Tim Burton and illustrator Lane Smith from back cover.

The Big Hello 1990-05 A little girl adjusts to her new life in California with the help of her doll.

Dr. Seuss (Theodor Geisel) 2013-11 The bad babies at a birthday party introduce the colors.

The Bad Babies’ Book of Colors 1987-02-12 Jenny has to convince her tennis fanatic father that although his sport is tennis hers is acrobatics.

Jenny and the Tennis Nut 1981 It’s Valentine’s Day and the 10 little neighbors in this book are busy making valentines for their closest friends. A dinosaur card thinks little Pete my pal Max would find really neat will everyone get a Valentine at the big Valentine’s Day party you can count on it with its fun counting element bouncy text and adorable illustrations this book is the perfect gift for young lovebugs.

10 Valentine Friends 2012-12-26 Children search for ten eggs hidden by a bunny.

10 Easter Egg Hunters 2015 Classic Disney illustrations from the 1940s make this little golden book retelling of an all-time favorite a keeper for Disney and little golden book collectors alike.

Felix Salten’s Bambi 2005-03 In the late 1950s Ted Geisel took on the challenge of creating a book using only 250 unique first grade words something that aspiring readers would have both the ability and the desire to read the result was an unlikely children’s classic the cat in the hat but Geisel didn’t stop there using the cat in the hat as a template he teamed with Helen Geisel and Phyllis Cerf to create beginner books a whole new category of readers that combined research-based literacy practices with the logical insanity of Dr. Seuss the books were an enormous success giving the world such authors and illustrators as P.D. Eastman, Roy McKie, and Stan and Jan Berenstain and beloved bestsellers such as Are You My Mother, Go Dog Go, Go Put Me in the Zoo, and Green Eggs and Ham.

The story of Beginner Books and Ted Geisel’s role as president, policymaker, and editor of the line for thirty years has been told briefly in various biographies of Dr. Seuss but I can read it all by myself. The Beginner Books Story presents it in full detail for the first time drawn from archival research and dozens of brand new interviews I can read it all by myself explores the origins, philosophies, and operations of Beginner Books from the cat in the hat in 1957 to 2019’s A Skunk in My Bunk and reveals the often fascinating lives of the writers and illustrators who created them.

I Can Read It All by Myself 2021-05-28 presents the history of the wild west covering pioneers, business people, scouts, lawmen, outlaws, gangs, gunslingers, and cowboys.

What was the Wild West? 2017 A collection of fifteen stories in easy to read format by such authors as Dr. Seuss, Stan and Jan Berenstain, P.D. Eastman, and Richard Scarry.

The Random House Book of Easy-to-read Stories: With an Introduction by Janet Schulman 1993 Peer pressure and the lack of a date for the seventh grade dance lead Janet Hamm to inventing a date but she finds her dishonesty brings complications.

Janet Hamm Needs a Date for the Dance 1987-06 After hearing how her toy nutcracker got his ugly face a little girl helps break the spell he is under and watches him change into a handsome prince.
The Nutcracker 1979 common core s english resources empower educators to meet the expectations of the common core state standards ccss for english language arts ela and build essential content knowledge for students in grades k 5 each grade in the wheatley portfolio features a comprehensive coherent sequence of thematic units that engage students in deep study of worthwhile texts and topics features of this book include six thematic units for each grade each centered on a curated collection of literary and informational texts focus standards for each unit that complement the topic and promote student mastery of essential literacy skills suggested texts and activities to incorporate science art and history into english instruction this revised second edition includes a sample text study that guides students through a close read of an exemplary text updated web resources and refreshed suggested works educators who create their curriculum based on common core s wheatley portfolio guarantee that students are exposed to content rich instruction and have ample opportunity to master the reading writing speaking listening and language skills articulated in the ccss for ela

Common Core Curriculum: English, Grades K-5 2014-05-06 a little brown bunny enjoys visiting a garden from summer to spring especially when a gray bunny shares the fun

A Bunny for All Seasons 2003 after hearing how her toy nutcracker got his ugly face a little girl helps break the spell and changes him into a handsome prince

Who was Dr suess(book cd)(CD1장포함) 2012-06-18 carve out family time for this not too scary halloween counting book 10 trick or treaters on a dark and spooky night out to get some candy or give someone a fright little do these ten trick or treaters know that they are the ones who will be frightened on halloween night when a toad hops near a skeleton tries to join their dance party and a monster asks to share their candy featuring the bright bold artwork of linda davick and the comforting lively rhythms of janet schulman s story a spooktacular gift for the fall season

The Nutcracker 2005-10-01 one day you could be walking down the street and trip over something or maybe you take a tumble on your favorite bike you might hurt your hand or stub your toe you never know but theres a word for when these things happen ouchiwahwah hurts aren t always physical sometimes you feel the pain inside you can still say ouchiwahwah everyone can get hurt from your sibling to your parents to even your pup try to remember the pain will pass and in the meantime well you know what to say heres a book to make boo boos better and you can tell your parents too if mommy and daddy hurt themselves theres a word for them ouchiwahwah you will be ready for new exciting adventures

10 Trick-or-Treaters 2008-07-22 on april 27 2015 i knew i needed to go to the emergency room of my local hospital i understood that something was wrong with me but i didn t understand what little did i know i would have to confront an unexpected major physical illness would i have the serenity to accept the things i cannot change the courage to change the things i can and the wisdom to know the difference serenity prayer my memoir traces my three year journey facing a sudden traumatic illness that took a toll on me both physically and mentally and led me to explore many avenues in my search for renewed health i hope this book helps others coping with a life threatening event whatever that may be in their quest for healing

Ouchiwahwah! 2015-10-22 what is the tiger who came to tea really about how is meg and mog related to polish embroidery and why does death in picture books involve being eaten fierce bad rabbits explores the stories behind our favourite picture books weaving in tales of clare pollard s childhood reading and her re discovery of the classic tales as a parent because the best picture books are far more complex than they seem and darker too monsters can gobble up children and go unnoticed power is not always used wisely and the wild things are closer than you think a gem hard to put down thoroughly enjoyable spectator essential reading for every thinking parent penelope lively an enlightening perceptive analysis of the books that build us sunday telegraph 5 star review a happy way to reconnect with old friends times
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“Loss” and Found 2018-09-28 a clever bum finds an unusual way to prevent the children’s pond and woods from being turned into a parking lot

Fierce Bad Rabbits 2019-08-01 what is to become of the heartbreak now that developers are planning to build a new resort on its site is it the end of the popular beachfront hangout and what is to become of joe and debbie now that debbie has been seeing her former boyfriend grant

Jack the Bum and the UFO 1978 carve out family time for this not too scary halloween counting book 10 trick or treaters on a dark and spooky night out to get some candy or give someone a fright little do these ten trick or treaters know that they are the ones who will be frightened on halloween night when a toad hops near a skeleton tries to join their dance party and a monster asks to share their candy

Just Desserts 1990 what a wonderful way for preschoolers to practice counting and at the same time celebrate the coming of spring from ten little ladybugs crawling all around the crocuses to one easter basket brimful of carrots com berries and other treats for the animals this book is a joy to share with a very young child meilo so s inspired and deft watercolor paintings of bunnies chicks ducklings and other little woodland creatures set against a tapestry of flowers capture the very essence of spring

10 Trick-or-Treaters 2009-08-11 ten trick or treaters start out on halloween night but they disappear one by one as they encounter a spider a vampire a ghost and other scary creatures

Countdown to Spring 2002 a busy and successful travel consultant julie ellisons life evolved from the most harrowing of beginnings she married at seventeen to escape her mothers fierce hollywood ambitions for her only to be deserted by her husband a few months later leaving her pregnant and facing the birth of their child alone she entered a second marriage hoping desperately to find a sustaining love for herself and her child only to have that fail too now grateful that her daughter has weathered her own difficult passage to adulthood julie falls in love with paul bassett a young international investment banker who is about to move to london this poignant journal like account begins in new york and takes the reader on a roller coaster of countries and emotions that span a mere year their meetings are ecstatic fleeting and bittersweet for paul is married and the father of two young children because of her own past julie painfully identifies with his family and empathizes about the loss they will suffer if they lose him paul determines to leave his marriage once he stabilizes his financial life and as the months pass he is able to achieve his goal his wife agrees to a divorce and he departs for new york to join julie and celebrate their future the profound relief she finally feels intensifies julies enormous exhilaration but the news of a terrible plane crash in paris gives her a sense of foreboding that turns out to be uncannily accurate in a last minute change of plans paul boarded the ill fated plane there are no survivors in a series of brief scenes that distill julies grief butterfly in amber piercingly conveys how she manages to absorb his loss decide to embrace life again and commemorate their love in an act that affirms it forever gordon mckenzie of the london newspaper the mail on sunday describes butterfly in amber as a modern day brief encounter two short stories the eves of christmas and the excursion offer variations on these themes these stories are based on the experiences dreams failures disappointments and hopes of ms jacobs they combine to create butterfly in amber and other fragments of a life an affecting collection about the nature of loss and the miracle of human capacity for recovery and renewal jacket and author photos by ted fine

Janet Hamm Needs a Date for the Dance 2005 classics contemporary bestsellers medal winners and family favourites chosen from over the last hundred years are brought together in a collection designed for sharing and reading aloud read about pooh s adventures follow max as he explores in maurice sendak s where the wild things are and marvel at the exploits of john burningham s invincible avocado
baby in this magical collection

10 Trick-or-treaters 1999-12-14 jack the bum spends halloween trying to get money for something to eat but when he wins a prize for the best costume he donates it to unicef

Butterfly in Amber and Other Fragments of a Life 2000 here together for the first time in a fabulous ebook bundle are books 4 6 in the clare fergusson and russ van alstyne series to darkness and to death all mortal flesh and i shall not want new york times bestselling author julia spencer fleming brings to life the town on millers kill where two people who are destined for love or tragedy put their lives on the line in a town where nothing is as it seems and evil waits inside quaint farmhouses to darkness and to death in millers kill where everyone knows everyone and all are part of an interconnected web of blood or acquaintance one person s troubles have a way of ensnaring others what begins as a simple case of a woman lost in the woods leads to a tangle of revenge blackmail assault kidnapping and murder as the hours tick by chief of police russ van alstyne and reverend clare fergusson struggle to make sense of their town s plunge into chaos and their own chaotic emotions all mortal flesh when russ s wife is found brutally murdered after she kicked him out of the house the state police believe it s an open and shut case of a disaffected husband silencing his wife and putting a stop to the murder investigation he controls to the townspeople it s proof that the whispered gossip about the police chief and the priest was true russ and clare must struggle against the reach of the law the authority of the church and their own guilty hearts i shall not want in the searing follow up to all mortal flesh russ s precarious balance between duty and desire was broken by his wife s tragic death now russ and episcopal priest clare fergusson are separated by a wall of guilt and grief

The Hutchinson Treasury of Stories to Read Aloud 1977 a red tail hawk and his mate build their nest near the top of a fifth avenue apartment building and bird watchers gather hoping to see the chicks in the nest

Jack the Bum and the Halloween Handout 2015-04-21 everyone knows blake littlelight is a ladies man so when a mysterious baby is dropped on his doorstep during one of his parties with his name listed on the birth certificate as the father no one is really surprised least of all the cynical social worker who hates the way blake has tried to charm her and hates she s falling for him no matter how much she doesn t want to lanie weston has known charmers like blake before and knew from the moment they d met at her sister s wedding he was going to be trouble however she can t get him out of her head and when her sister tells her about the baby on the doorstep drama she jumps at the chance to see him again but that doesn t mean she wants to become another one of his conquests of course lanie couldn t have predicted the way blake throws himself into fatherhood one hundred percent or how dam scrumptious he looks holding baby blossom the two of them are obviously meant for one another and he s clearly a devoted parent it doesn t take long before lanie begins to wonder if maybe she s been wrong about him right up until the moment she finds out she isn t

The Clare Fergusson and Russ Van Alstyne Series, Books 4-6 2008
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